Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a novel approach intended to simplify the production of multimedia content from real objects for the purpose of knowledge sharing, which is particularly appropriate to the cultural heritage field. It consists in a pipeline that covers all steps from the digitization of the objects up to the Web publishing of the resulting digital copies. During a first stage, the digitization is performed by a high speed 3D scanner that recovers the object's geometry. A second stage then extracts from the recovered data a color texture as well as a texture of details, in order to enrich the acquired geometry in a more realistic way. Finally, a third stage converts these data so that they are compatible with the recent WebGL paradigm, then providing 3D multimedia content directly exploitable by end-users by means of standard Internet browsers. The pipeline design is centered on automation and speed, so that it can be used by non expert users to produce multimedia content from potentially large object's collections, like it may be the case in cultural heritage. The choice of a high speed scanner is particularly adapted for such a design, since this kind of devices has the advantage of being fast and intuitive. Processing stages that follow the digitization are both completely automatic and "seamless", in the sense that it is not incumbent upon the user to perform tasks manually, nor to use external softwares that generally need additional operations to solve compatibility issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of cultural heritage (CH), knowledge sharing is one of the most essential aspects for communication activities between museal institutions, that conserve and take care of cultural collections, and the public. Among other things, these activities include education, research and study as well as entertainment. All of them are really precious for the spread of culture. However, the public is not the only one to benefit from knowledge sharing: it is important for promotion and advertisement purposes as well, which are both of a high interest for the museal institutions themselves regarding visibility, development and long term sustainability. In order to preserve the integrity of cultural goods, knowledge sharing generally makes use of surrogates so as to avoid to expose directly the real artifacts to potential risks of deterioration. For this purpose, multimedia technologies are becoming more and more widespread in the CH field, where these surrogates are then represented by digital copies. This popularity can be explained by at least two reasons. On the one hand, computing tools clearly provide an underlying easiness for data storage, indexation, browsing and sharing, due to the existing network facilities and to the new Web technologies. On the other hand, recent advances in 3D scanning give the possibility to create multimedia content from real artifacts, producing faithful digital imprints and avoiding the tedious and time consuming task of a manual modeling through CAD softwares. Particularly, new high speed systems like in-hand scanners present big advantages for CH. Firstly, they are able to acquire digital copies in a few minutes, which is really important when the multimedia content must be produced from huge collections in reasonable times, or when several fragments must be scanned in order to plan the restoration of destroyed pieces. Moreover, they can be manipulated by non-expert users as well, since they provide an interactive feedback and rely on the temporal coherency of the high-speed acquisition to get rid of the traditional alignment problems that generally need to be solved manually during a tedious post-processing phase. Despite the availability of these technologies and their increasing popularity, there is still a lack of global and automatic solutions enabling to cover the whole processing chain that ranges from content creation to content publishing. The first weak point of this chain occurs during the acquisition itself: for CH applications, a good representation of the geometry is not sufficient to produce faithful surrogates, since interactive visualization requires to be able to provide synthetic images as near as possible to the real appearance of the depicted object. In that case, the geometry needs to be paired with an accurate representation of the surface appearance (color, small shape details, reflection characteristics). Unfortunately, commercial scanning systems mostly focused on shape measurement, putting aside until recently the problem of recovering quality textures from real objects. This has led to a lack of efficient and automatic processing tools for color acquisition and reconstruction. The second problem is that both tasks of creation and publishing of multimedia content are generally totally uncorrelated from each other. From a practical point of view, it means that a different software must be used for each of them. A work for converting the various inputs/outputs in a compatible way is then necessary, and generally consists in a manual task that is incumbent upon the user. Figure 1 . Overview of the presented framework, that covers the whole chain from the 3D digitization of real CH artifacts up to the Web publishing of the resulting digital 3D copies for archiving, browsing and visualization through Internet.
In this paper, we present a complete system that enables to create colored 3D digital copies from existing artifacts and to publish them directly on Internet, through an interactive visualization based on WebGL technology. This system, outlined on Figure 1 , consists in three stages. During the first one, acquisition is performed directly by the user in an intuitive manner thanks to an in-hand digitization device performing 3D scanning in real-time. The data provided by the scanner, as well as some properties specific to this kind of devices, are then exploited to automatically produce a diffuse color texture for the 3D model. This texture is deprived of the traditional visual artifacts that may appear due to the presence in the input pictures of shadows, specular highlights, lighting inconsistencies or calibration inaccuracies. Moreover, inasmuch as high speed scanning systems are often prone to a lack of accuracy with respect to more classic digitization technologies, we also estimate a normal texture from these data, once again in an automatic manner. This texture captures the finest geometric details that may be missed during the 3D acquisition, and can then be used afterwards to enrich the original geometry during visualization. Once geometry and texture information have been processed, the third and last stage of the production pipeline performs an optimization phase aimed at producing a compact and Web-friendly version of the data. The output of this stage will be used for real-time visualization on commodity platforms. One of our main goals is the archival and deployment of digital copies using standard, well-settled and widely accessible technologies: in this view, we use a standard Web server as our data provider, and the WebGL technology to visualize and integrate the digital copy on standard Web pages. The contributions proposed in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• a complete and almost fully automatic pipeline for the production of 3D multimedia content for Internet applications, covering a chain ranging from the digitization of real artifacts to the Web publishing of the produced digital copies;
• a texturing method specifically designed for realtime scanning systems, that accounts for specific properties of this kind of devices in order to improve the acquired 3D model with a good quality color texture without cracks nor illumination related visual artifacts, as well as a normal texture capturing the finest geometric features; • the coupling of intuitive acquisition techniques with the recent paradigms proposed by WebGL technology for Web publishing. Hence, the archival and the sharing of vast item collections becomes possible and easy also for non expert users. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work on software approaches or complete systems for color acquisition, texture reconstruction and real-time visualization on the Web platform. Section III presents the two first stages of our system, namely the in-hand scanner used for the acquisition, as well as our processing step for generating a digital copy from the acquired data. The third and last stage dedicated to the preparation of the digital copy for Web publishing is then presented in section IV. Finally, section V shows the results achieved and section VI draws the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Real-time 3D scanning
An overview of the 3D scanning and stereo reconstruction goes well beyond the scope of this paper. We will mainly focus on systems for real-time, in-hand acquisition of geometry and/or color. Their main issues are the availability of technology and the problem of aligning data in a very fast way. Concerning the first point, 3D acquisition can be based on stereo techniques or on active optical scanning solutions. Among the latter, the most robust approach is based on the use of fast structured-light scanners [1] , where a high speed camera and a projector are used to recover the range maps in real-time. The alignment problem is usually solved with smart implementations of the ICP algorithm [2] , [3] , where the most difficult aspect to solve is related to the loop closure during registration. In the last few years, some in-hand scanning solutions have been proposed [2] , [4] , [5] : they essentially differ on the way projection patterns are handled, and in the implementation of ICP. None of the proposed systems takes into account the acquisition of color, although the one proposed by Weise et al. [5] contains also a color camera (see next section for a detailed description). This is essentially due to the low resolution of the cameras, and to the difficulty of handling the peculiar illumination provided by the projector. Other systems have been proposed which take into account also the color, but they are not able to achieve real-time performances [6] or to reconstruct the geometry in an accurate way [7] .
B. Color acquisition and visualization on 3D models
Adding color information to an acquired 3D model is a complex task. The most flexible approach starts from a set of images acquired either in a second stage with respect to the geometry acquisition, or simultaneously but using different devices. Image-to-geometry registration, which can be solved by automatic [8] - [10] or semiautomatic [11] approaches, is then necessary. In our case, this registration step is not required, because the inhand scanning system provides images which are already aligned to the 3D model. Once alignment is performed, it is necessary to extract information about the surface material appearance and transfer it on the geometry. The most correct way to represent the material properties of an object is to describe them through a reflection function (e.g. BRDF), which attempts to model the observed scattering behavior of a class of real surfaces. A detailed presentation of its theory and applications can be found in Dorsey [12] . Unfortunately, state-of-the-art BRDF acquisition approaches rely on complex and controlled illumination setups, making them difficult to apply in more general cases, or when fast or unconstrained acquisition is needed. A less accurate but more robust solution is the direct use of images to transfer the color to the 3D model. In this case, the apparent color value is mapped onto the digital object's surface by applying an inverse projection. In addition to other important issues, there are numerous difficulties in selecting the correct color when multiple candidates come from different images. To solve these problems, a first group of methods selects, for each surface part, a portion of a representative image following a specific criterion − in most cases, the orthogonality between the surface and the view direction [13] , [14] . However, due to the lack of consistency from one image to another, artifacts are visible at the junctions between surface areas receiving color from different images. They can be partially removed by working on these junctions [13] - [15] . Another group of methods "blends" all image contributions by assigning a weight to each one or to each input pixel, and by selecting the final surface color as the weighted average of the input data, as in Pulli et al. [16] . The weight is usually a combination of various quality metrics [17] - [19] . In particular, Callieri et al. [20] presented a flexible weighting system that can be extended in order to accommodate additional criteria. These methods provide better visual results and their implementation permits very complex datasets to be used, i.e. hundreds of images and very dense 3D models. Nevertheless, undesirable ghosting effects may be produced when the starting set of calibrated images is not perfectly aligned. This problem can be solved, for example, by applying a local warping using optical flow [21] , [22] . Another issue, which is common to all the cited methods, is the projection of lighting artifacts on the model, i.e. shadows, highlights, and peculiar BRDF effects, since the lighting environment is usually not known in advance. In order to correct (or to avoid to project) lighting artifacts, two possible approaches include the estimation of the lighting environment [23] or the use of easily controllable lighting setups [24] .
C. 3D graphics on the Web platform
Since the birth of Internet, content of Web document has been characterized by several types of media, ranging from plain text to images, audio or video streams. When personal computers have started being equipped with fast enough graphics acceleration hardware, 3D content began in its turn to have an important role in the multimedia sphere. The first tools aimed at visualizing 3D models in Web pages were based on embedded software components, such as Java applets or ActiveX controls [25] . Several proprietary plug-ins and extensions for Web browsers were developed, giving evidence at the lack of standardization for this new content type. Beside the developers fragmentation that arises due to this wide variety of available tools and to their incompatibilities, the burden incumbent upon the user for the installation of additional software components prevented a wide adoption of online 3D content.
Steps toward a standardization have been taken with the introduction of the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [26] in 1995 and X3D [27] in 2007. However, even though they have been well-accepted by the community, the 3D scene visualization was still delegated to external software components. The fundamental change happened in 2009 with the introduction of the WebGL standard [28] , promoted by the Khronos Group [29] . With minor restrictions related to security issues, the WebGL API is a one-to-one mapping of the OpenGL|ES 2.0 specifications [30] in JavaScript. This implies that modern Web browsers, like Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox, are able to natively access the graphics hardware without needing additional plugins or extensions. WebGL being a low-level API, a series of higher-level libraries have been developed on top of it. They differ from each other by the programming paradigm they use, ranging from scene-graph-based interfaces, like Scene.js [31] and GLGE [32] , to procedural paradigms, like SpiderGL [33] and WebGLU [34] . In our pipeline, as it will be shown, we use SpiderGL as the rendering library for the real-time visualization of the acquired digital copies.
III. DIGITIZATION AND PROCESSING OF CH ARTIFACTS FOR GENERATING DIGITAL COPIES
Cultural heritage has been a privileged field of application for 3D scanning since the beginning of its evolution. This is due to the enormous variety and variability of the types of objects that can be acquired. Moreover, archival and preservation are extremely important issues as well. Although 3D scanning can be considered now a "mature" technology, the acquisition of a large number of objects can be expensive both in terms of hardware and time needed for data processing. Very good results can be achieved by customizing solutions for collections where objects are almost of the same size and material, but this can be expensive [35] or hard to extend to generic cases [36] . Although some low cost and/or hand-held devices are available, they usually need the placement of markers on the object, which is something that is hard to make on CH artifacts. Conversely, the presented method uses only an affordable scanning system and does not make any particular assumption on the measured objects (except the fact that they are manipulable by hand), neither for the scanning session itself nor for the postprocessing steps. This section describes the two first stages of our workflow: how and with which technology real artifacts can be easily digitized by the user (section III-A) and how the resulting data are exploited to recover automatically a color texture (section III-B) and a texture of details (section III-C) to enrich the 3D model provided by the acquisition.
A. Acquisition by in-hand scanning
The first stage of our workflow, namely the one producing all data required for the creation of digital copies from cultural artifacts, is based on an in-hand scanner whose hardware configuration is shown in Figure 2 . This scanner, like most of the high speed digitization systems, is based on structured light. Shape measurement is performed by phase-shifting, using three different sinusoidal patterns to establish correspondences (and then to perform optical triangulation) between the projector and the two black and white video cameras. The phase unwrapping, namely how the different signal periods are demodulated, is achieved by a GPU stereo matching between both cameras (see [3] , [5] for more details). The whole process produces one range map in 14ms. Simultaneously, a color video flow is captured by the third camera. During an acquisition, the only light source in the scene is the scanner projector itself, for which the position is always perfectly known. The scanning can be performed in two different ways. If the object color is neither red nor brown, it can be done by holding the object directly by hand. In this case, occlusions are detected by a hue analysis which produces, for each video frame, a map of skin presence probability. Otherwise, a black glove must be used. Although much less convenient for the scanning itself, it makes the occlusion detection trivial by simply ignoring dark regions in the input pictures. Each scanning session then produces a 3D mesh and a color video flow. For each frame of this video, the viewpoint and the position of the light (ie. the scanner projector) are given, as well as the skin probability map in the case of a digitization performed by hand. These data are then used in the next stage of the workflow in order to produce the color texture and the texture of details, as explained hereafter, in section III-B. Even if this stage requires the intervention of the user, the choice of a real-time scanner to perform the digitization is particularly appropriate for non expert operators. Indeed, for reasons already discussed in the introduction, its usage is particularly easy and intuitive, and does not require technical knowledge or manual post-processing. Finally, it must be noticed that our method does not work only with the presented scanner, but can be implemented for any high speed digitization device that is based on the same principle.
B. Recovery of a diffuse color texture
Our texturing method extends the work proposed in [20] so as to adapt it to the data flow produced by the scanning system presented above. The idea, summarized in Figure 3 , is to weight each input picture by a mask (typically a gray scale image) which represents a per-pixel confidence value. The final color of a given surface point is then computed as the weighted average of all color contributions coming from the pictures into which this point is visible. Masks are built by the composition of multiple elementary masks, which are themselves computed by image processing applied either on the input image or on a rendering of the mesh performed from the same viewpoint. In the original paper, three criteria related to viewing conditions have been considered for the mask computation: the distance to the camera, the orientation with respect to the viewpoint, and the proximity to a step discontinuity. These criteria have been chosen so as to penalize image regions that are known to lack of accuracy, in order to deal with data redundancy from one image to another in a way that ensures seamless color transitions. More details about these masks can be found in [20] . Although sufficient to avoid texture cracks, these masks cannot handle self projected shadows or specular highlights since knowledge about the lighting is necessary. In our case, both positions of the viewpoint and the light (projector lamp) are always exactly known. Moreover, the light moves with the scanner, which means that highlights and shadows are different for each frame, as well as the illumination direction. We then define the three following additional masks, that aim at making prevailing image parts deprived of illumination effects:
• Shadows. Since the complete geometric configuration of the scene is known, we can use a simple shadow mapping algorithm to estimate shadowed areas, to which a null weight is assigned.
• Specular highlights. Conversely to shadows, highlights partially depend on the object material, which is unknown. For this reason, we use a multi-pass algorithm to detect them. The first pass computes the object texture without accounting for highlights. Due to the high data redundancy, the averaging tends to reduce their visual impact. During the subsequent passes, highlights are identified by computing the luminosity difference between the texture obtained at the previous pass and the input picture. This difference corresponds to our highlight removal mask. In practice, only two passes are sufficient.
• Projector illumination. This mask aims at avoiding luminosity loss during the averaging by giving more influence to surface parts facing the light source. It corresponds to the dot product between the surface normal and the line of sight. We also introduce two other masks to cope with the occlusions that are inherent to in-hand scanning. Indeed, if they are ignored, picture regions corresponding to the operator's hand may be introduced in the computation, leading to visible artifacts in the final texture. Thus, when digitization is performed with the dark glove, an occlusion mask is simply computed by thresholding pixel intensities. In the case of a digitization made by hand, the mask corresponds to the aforementioned skin probability map produced by the scanner. Each elementary mask contains values in the range ]0, 1], zero being excluded in order to ensure that texturing is guaranteed for every surface point that is visible in at least one picture. They are multiplied all together to produce the final mask that selectively weights the pixels of the corresponding picture. During this operation, each elementary mask can obviously be applied more than once. The influence of each criterion can then be tuned independently, although we empirically determined default values that work quite well for most cases.
C. Recovery of a texture of details
Despite the fact that in-hand scanning is a really convenient technology, it often leads to a loss of accuracy with respect to traditional scanning devices, thus preventing the acquisition of the finest geometric details. Nevertheless, thanks to the fact that we know the light position for each video frame, it is possible to partially recover them by using a photometric stereo approach. Photometric stereo consists in computing high quality normal/range maps by taking several photographs from the same viewpoint but with different illumination directions [37] - [39] , or by moving the object in front of a camera and a light source that are fixed with respect to each other [40] , [41] . We use here a similar approach for extracting a normal map from the video flow produced by the in-hand scanner. In the following, vectors are assumed to be column vectors. Let {F i } be the set of frames corresponding to the acquisition sequence. A light position ℓ i , corresponding to the scanner projector's location, is associated to each frame F i . Assuming that the object surface is Lambertian, the color c i observed at a given surface point p in F i is given by equation 1:
with:
where n p is the normal at p and ρ d a constant depending on the light intensity, the surface diffuse albedo and the camera transfer function. If p is visible in several frames {F i } 1≤i≤N , the normal n p that fits the best the N measurements in the least square sense can be found by solving the following equation:
where ξ is a quadratic form defined as:
. . .
In equation 5, w i represents a confidence value for the i th measurement F i , that corresponds in our case to the values of the weighting masks presented in the previous section. Solving equation 3 is equivalent to finding the value of X for which the first derivative of ξ is null, which leads to equation 6:
The normal vector n p is finally obtained by normalizing X. This fitting method works well when light directions are correctly distributed on the hemisphere over p. However, in the case of high-speed scanning systems, digitization is generally performed by following a simple trajectory (sometimes using a turntable) which often leads to a direction sampling almost constrained to a plane (see Figure 4 ). This uneven sampling distribution may result in an estimated normal which is reliable along this plane
(a) (b) (c) Figure 5 . Outline of our normal fitting correction.
but really uncertain along the orthogonal direction.
To alleviate this problem, we propose to analyze the sampling distribution at each point p by performing a PCA on the set of light directions. The idea is then to rotate the fitted normal n p so as to move it closer to the initial mesh normal m p , but only along the direction of smallest sampling dispersion. To achieve this, we first compute the mean light directionl ( Figure 5 -a). Vectors l i are then projected onto the plane passing through p and orthogonal tol, and the PCA is performed on the resulting set of 2D points. This leads to two unit eigenvectors ν 1 and ν 2 , as well as their respective eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 , with λ 1 > λ 2 > 0 ( Figure 5-b) . By definition, ν 2 is the direction along which the sampling is the poorest. The correction is then applied by rotating n p around ν 1 of an angle 1 − λ2 λ1 θ, where θ is the angle between the projections of n p and m p onto the orthogonal plane to ν 1 ( Figure 5-c) . When the sampling is well distributed over the hemisphere of light directions, the eigenvalue ratio is close to 1 and then the fitted normal is almost not modified. On the contrary, when this ratio decreases, it means that the sampling distribution is not regular. In this case, n p is corrected but only along the less reliable direction.
IV. WEB PUBLISHING
After geometry and texture images have been processed, the third and last stage of our pipeline optimizes the generated data for network transmission and realtime rendering on standard Web browsers. The optimized version of the 3D model is stored in the server file system and is accessed by a standard HTTP server to serve requests of visualization clients. In the following, we describe the steps we use for preparing and storing the data.
A. Data optimization
The optimization phase is composed of two sequential steps: geometry partitioning and rendering optimizations. The goal is to create a data representation that minimizes the work needed by both server and client to retrieve and access it, and whose layout exploits the full power of WebGL for real-time rendering.
a) Geometry partitioning: we use an indexed triangle mesh to represent the geometry information of the 3D model, storing in two separate arrays the data associated to vertices (i.e. position and texture coordinates) and the connectivity information (stored as triplets of indices in the vertex data array). One of the fundamental limitation of WebGL is the maximum value for a vertex index: only 8-and 16-bit unsigned integers are allowed as data types, thus limiting the maximum number of addressable vertices to 65536. It is therefore needed to partition the original mesh into sub-meshes, or chunks, each of them containing no more than the allowed maximum amount of vertices. To this end, we use a simple greedy method that iteratively adds triangles to a chunk until the maximum number of vertices is reached.
b) Rendering optimizations: one advantage of the indexed triangle mesh representation is that vertices ref-
erenced by more than one triangle need to be stored only once. It has the property to save a significant amount of space for the vast majority of 3D models, for which, on average, a vertex is referenced by six triangles. To convey this advantage from memory occupancy to rendering performances, graphics accelerators have introduced a vertex cache capable of storing data associated to up to 32 vertices, thus allowing to reuse the results of a considerable amount of per-vertex calculations. However, to fully exploit the built-in vertex cache, triangles in the topology array must be rearranged. Even though the problem does not have a polynomial-time solution, several works have been developed [42] , [43] that produce a very good approximate solution in a relatively small amount of time. In our pipeline we apply the tipsify method [44] on each sub-mesh produced by the previous step. For a whole model, this method is able to create an optimized sequence of triangles in few tenths of a second.
B. Data storage and retrieval
One of our goal is to exploit standard and easily available technologies for making the produced models accessible on the Web platform. To this end, we decided to use the well-known Apache HTTP server and use the server file system as the storage database. Model data is saved under standard file formats: to store geometry information we use the Stanford polygon file format (PLY), which support multiple vertex attributes and binary encoding, while Portable Network Graphics (PNG) images are used for color and normal textures. Even though those formats are already compact, we take
V. RESULTS
We present in this section some results of our pipeline, as well as some implementation details. The proposed objects are a sample of a group of artifacts which were used to test the entire system. In order to provide results, we chose to use objects which were different in size and material, instead of applying the acquisition to sets with similar characteristics. The proposed results and processing times show that an extension to large collections is straightforward.
A. Implementation and performances
It is important to notice that all operations involved in the pre-processing stages consist in local computations, making the process suitable for a GPU support:
• For the color texture, masks are generated thanks to simple image processing shaders applied on the input images or on a rendering of the mesh geometry.
• For the texture of details, both matrices (L T L) and (L T C) of equation 6 can be constructed incrementally by processing input pictures one by one on the GPU and accumulating intermediate results using buffer textures.
• Similarly, the PCA used for the analysis of the light sampling distribution can be efficiently computed using shaders, inasmuch as eigenvectors and eigenvalues have a simple analytical formulation in the 2D case. Moreover, pictures are processed sequentially, which makes the memory consumption independent to the length of the video flow. The total time needed to acquire and publish a real object varies depending on the size and complexity of the object, Table I , in the case of the objects shown in this paper, the geometry acquisition time is in the order of a few minutes (provided that the user has gained a bit of experience on how to move the object in front of the scanner). The diffuse color and detail textures recovery can take up to 5-10 minutes, while the data optimization for Web publishing is almost instantaneous. Hence, the presented pipeline is usually completed in less than 20 minutes. Moreover, the second and third stages are automatic, so that another object can be acquired while the previous one is under preparation. This permits to obtain the 3D models of several objects within an hour of work. On the base of this, the proposed system is really suitable for any institution which possesses big collections of similar data, or archives of fragmented pieces. Tens of high quality 3D models can be made available every day, for any kind of use (archival, study, presentation to the public).
B. Diffuse color texture reconstruction
Our texturing results are shown in the bottom row of Figure 6 . The top row proposes a comparison to the results obtained by a naive approach that performs a direct averaging of color contributions, ignoring weighting masks. The most obvious difference that can be noticed is clearly the drastic loss of luminosity that occurs in the case of the naive approach. As expected, the projector illumination mask tends to increase the influence of image regions that correspond to the most illuminated surface parts, which leads to a conservation of luminosity. Other improvements can be observed. For the Gargoyle model (left), we can see that fine details on the wings are much less blurry when the weights are introduced in the computations, thanks to the fact that the surface orientation with respect to the viewpoint is considered. For the Pot model (middle), the big vertical crack in the white rectangle results from the fact that one portion of the surface was depicted by a much greater number of frames with respect to the adjacent one: this produces an imbalance among the number of summed color contributions, and the consequent abrupt change of color. Thanks to masks related to visibility and illumination criteria, with our approach the big crack completely disappears. For the Strawberry model (right), some regions are slightly brighter in the case of the naive texturing. They arise from strong specular highlights in the input pictures and are highly reduced in the case of our method. Figure 7 shows a color texture reconstructed for the Elephant model. In spite of its relatively complex geometry, it shows a color information of a significant quality, without cracks or noticeable visual artifacts. During this texturing phase, the only parameters that must be set by the user are the number of applications for each elementary mask. As said before, default values working well for most cases have been determined. Nonetheless, considering the aforementioned computation times, the user can easily try several combinations by relaunching the texturing so as to see how different values impact the final result. The set of parameters is then really small and can be tuned in an easy and intuitive manner. It is important to note that, to ensure the complete automation of the processing phase, the acquisition step must provide data guarantying a complete coverage of color measurement. For scanners designed like the one we used, it is not necessarily induced by a complete coverage of the shape, since color and depth are note computed by the same camera. If the coverage is not good enough, holes may appear in the reconstructed color/normal texture. However, this problem can be solved easily by an assisted user intervention, as we already explained in [45] . Figure 8 illustrates the efficiency of our normal correction procedure by showing the normal field computed for the same object with and without correction. The top row shows a region of the object where the sampling is well distributed (namely, that mostly covers the hemisphere of the possible lighting directions). There is almost no difference between both versions of the normal field, which is obvious since the ratio of the eigenvalues given by our PCA approach is, in this case, really close to 1. Both fittings then behave similarly. Conversely, the bottom row shows a surface part sampled from scanner locations that are almost collinear. As it can be seen, the standard fitting approach produces normals that present an exaggerated curvature as well as some cracks in the surface orientation. By introducing our correction, this erroneous behavior of the normal field completely disappears. In this case, since the eigenvalue ratio decreases, the estimated normal is forced to get closer to the original mesh normal along the direction of highest uncertainty. However, as explained before, the estimated normal is not modified along the direction where the sampling has its best distribution. This is why feature enhancing can still be achieved. Figures 9 and 10 show different renderings of the Gargoyle and the Strawberry models, with and without the normal map extracted by our system. As it can be seen, high-frequency shape details are clearly missing in the rough geometry acquired by the in-hand scanner. Thanks to our shape-from-shading approach, these details can be accurately captured and rendered afterward by bump mapping. Figures 11 and 12 show different renderings of the final digital copies obtained by our pipeline from two Buddha statues. The frames on the right side of these images highlight once again the improvement resulting from the estimated texture of details. Particularly, for the white Buddha, the granularity of the stone on the broken part is well recovered by our technique, where it is completely absent from the initial geometry. Similarly, the veins of the wood material the gold Buddha is made of become visible thanks to the added details. The main advantage of this correction approach is that a good quality detail texture can be recovered even in the presence of a poor sampling. Thus, the user do not have to perform on purpose an exhaustive measurement just to satisfy the fitting constraints. Once again, this leads to an automatic solution that uses data generated by high speed scanners as they are, without specific prerequisites.
C. Detail texture reconstruction
D. Visualization in Web pages
The output produced by the third stage of our pipeline is used to prove the feasibility of a world-wide dissemination and accessibility of 3D digital copies of CH artifacts. We implemented a visualization client directly inside a HTML Web page using JavaScript and the SpiderGL library. Examples of the obtained rendering quality are shown in Figure 13 . We developed a JavaScript utility library that allows designers of Web pages to integrate a 3D model renderer in a very simple way; in fact, it is only needed to provide the model URL and the HTML canvas element that will be used to display the rendering output and to handle user inputs. The interaction metaphor known as world-in-hand or trackball has been used to facilitate the artifact inspection by using the mouse. After data has been retrieved as the result of an asynchronous XmlHttpRequest to the server, the client creates the WebGL resources related to model geometry (e.g. vertex and index buffers), and color/normal surface attributes image maps (e.g. textures). To measure the peak performances of our renderer, we installed a custom event handler on the page window that executes a frame redraw and re-fires the event, thus creating an infinite rendering loop; this is because the minimum time interval exposed by a JavaScript timer handler exceeds the time needed to render a single frame, thus becoming the bottleneck. As shown at the bottom of each Web page snapshot in Figure 13 , the rendering performance is in the order of thousands of frames per second (FPS) for models that range from 50K to 100K triangles. Being 60 FPS the target performance for a very smooth interaction, reaching far higher rates allows us to use, if required, 3D models consisting of millions of triangles and to continue offering a proper user experience. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a complete pipeline for the creation of Web browsable digital content from real objects, consisting in 3D models enhanced by two textures respectively encoding artifact free color and fine geometric details. The design of this pipeline has been oriented to automation, so that the only task that has to be done by the user is the digitization, which relies on the use of a real-time in-hand scanner so as to make the task easy and intuitive, even for non expert users. All the following processing steps do not involve any kind of technical knowledge, nor interventions, and lead to data that can be directly shared on Internet through an Apache server, and visualized on the client side with a standard computer thanks to WebGL technologies. Even though the proposed approach is generic enough to be used in any application for which producing and sharing digital content about real artifacts present an interest, its three main advantages (namely its ease of use, its high automation and its quickness) make it particularly appropriate to cases where huge collections have to be processed. This is why we think that our system greatly benefits CH, especially if we consider that, nowadays, this field still lacks complete, automatic and unified tools for the digital archiving and sharing. Regarding future improvements, one of the current limitations of the system is that, during the scanning phase, only a feedback about geometry coverage is given. It is not easy to know in advance if enough frames have been acquired so that accurate color or fine geometric detail can be extracted safely. If the coverage is not good enough, holes may appear in the reconstructed textures, as already discussed in the result section. Nevertheless, an interesting improvement could be to obtain real-time feedback also about color and surface coverage. This can be implemented by analyzing how many frames (and directions of view) cover each part of the object. Other appealing directions of work could include the possibility to enrich the Web publishing phase, by automatically formatting a Web page based not only on the 3D model, but on other types of data, like text and images. Moreover, since all the frames of the video stream are aligned to the 3D model, all or a portion of them could be made visible in order to add 2D data which is calibrated to the geometry. Hence, a "Photo Tourism-like" [46] image navigation could be possible.
